


 
Contact Information 
 
For more information or for reservations, please contact: 
 
Richard Shieldhouse  
1468 Edgewood Circle 
Jacksonville, FL  32205 
USA 
 
(904) 388-0158 
(904) 881-9475 (mobile) 
 
richard@shieldhouse.com
 
Anne-Marie Schwartz 
4, Boulevard d’Arcole 
31000 Toulouse 
France 
 
011-33-5-61-63-97-40 
011-33-6-03-18-78-70 (mobile) 
 
anna.schwartz@free.fr
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The Details 
 
9 July 2005 – Day 1 – Toulouse-Carcassonne 
You’ll be met at the airport in Toulouse and 
escorted to the luxury bus, which will be waiting 
for you.  Following a brief tour of Toulouse, we 
will directly drive 60 miles to the amazing 
medieval walled city of Carcassone, with over 
one mile of walls and 52 towers, it has been 
included in UNESCOS’s World Heritage List in 
1996. 

 



Perpignan is the major city in French Catalonia.  With its mix of French, Catalan, Spanish, 
Algerian, and African influences, it is a delightful base for a couple of days of exploring. 

11 July 2005 – Day 3 – Perpignan 

After breakfast, we’ll head out to the wine-making village of Cases de 
Pena and visit the Chateau de Jau.  Not just a winery, this Chateau 
includes a modern art gallery and a fine restaurant, where we will have 
a long lunch, replete with multiple courses and various wines.  (For a 
bit more information, please take a look at 
http://www.frenchedonist.com/uk/archive/daure.htm.) 

After lunch we will return to Perpignan for some free time to explore 
this interesting city.  You may wish to visit the Palais des Rois de 
Majorque, the Quartier St. Jean, or shop for indigenous Catalan goods 

(pottery and textiles are highly regarded) at Maison Quinta.  Dinner will be provided at the 
Chapon Fin restaurant in the hotel, recognized as one of the leading restaurants in the city.  
(Please take a look at their impressive website:  http://www.parkhotel-
fr.com/?module=pages@@presentationchap. 

12 July 2005 – Day 4 – Perpignan-Castelnou-Collioure 

After breakfast, you’ll have more time 
again for shopping and exploring in 
Perpignan.  We’ll have lunch in a “Bar à 
Tapas” to revel in the Spanish influences 
here.   

Following check-out, we’ll travel about 15 
miles to visit the old  village of 
Castelnou, with its chateau from 990 and 
nearby church.   

After this stop, well head to the sea-side village of Collioure (website 
http://www.collioure.com), which will be our base for the next four days.  On the edge of 
the Pyrenees and only a few miles from the Spanish border, Collioure’s beauty charmed the 
Fauvist painters, including Matisse and Derain, who produced some of their most spectacular 
works in this village 100 years ago. 

 

Collioure affords wonderful opportunities to sample the magnificent cooking which makes 
good use of the variety of fresh seafood from the Mediterranean.  This small town, crammed 
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into craggy corner of the Pyrenees, is at once 
a tourist center, an art center, and a beach 
resort.  It is delightful place to relax as well as 
a perfect base for visiting nearby chateaux.  

You will have the afternoon free to explore 
this remarkable town, although you may wish 
to take an excursion by train along the coast 
to the Spanish border.  The steep inclines of 
the Pyrenees crashing down to the 
Mediterranean coast are covered with 
vineyards.  Alternatively, you may wish to 

walk to nearby sites, such as the nearby fishing village (approximately one mile distant), Port 
Vendres, with its large and busy public fish market and working harbor. 

Dinner will be provided at our hotel in Collioure, Les Templiers (website: http://www.hotel-
templiers.com/gb/sommaire.htm .)  This family-run hotel is decorated with Catalan furniture 
and an extensive art collection, which has been in the family for generations.  It is centrally 
located in the middle of this lively and walkable seaside gem. 

 

13 July 2005 – Day 5 – Collioure 

After breakfast at the ho  take a boat tour along the rocky coast.  Lunch and the 
afternoon will be on your own.  There are many fine restaurants and outdoor cafés to 

explore in Collioure.  Of course, the splendid (though 
pebbly) beach surrounded by both ancient 
fortifications and outdoor cafés is always a relaxing 
diversion.  The harbor is protected from ocean 
currents and is a great spot 
for swims in the clear 
waters of the Vermillion 
Coast.   

Our tour leader divides her 
time between apartments 
in Collioure and Toulouse.  
ShT’ll gladly recommend 
places to visit. 

Dinner will be provided at 
the hotel. 
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14 July 2005 – Day 6 – Collioure-Figueres-Collioure 

Following breakfast, we’ll hop over the border and visit the 
Spanish city of Figueres.  (website:  
http://www.figueresciutat.com/angles/vis-arribar-hi.html.)  
We will have a guided tour of the city’s Dalí Theatre-
Museum.  Inaugurated in 1974, the Dalí Theatre-Museum 
sits atop the remains of the former Theatre of Figueres, 
and contains a broad spectrum of works covering the 
artistic career of Salvador Dalí, from his early artistic 
experiences and his creations within the sphere of 
surrealism through to works dating from the last years of 
his life. Some of the most outstandi  ng works on 
exhibition there are Port Alguer (1924), The Spectrum of 
Sex Appeal (1932), Soft Self-Portrait with Fried Bacon 
(1941), Poetry from America, the Cosmic Athletes (1943), 
Galarina (1944-45), The Bread Basket (1945), Atomic Leda (1949) and Galatea of the 
Spheres (1952). The exhibits also include sets of work the artist created expressly for the 
Theatre-Museum, such as the Mae West room, the Palace of the Wind room, Monument to 
Francesc Pujols, and Rainy Cadillac. 

You’ll have plenty of free time to 
explore the city and to have lunch on 
your own.   

During he evening, we will return to 
wine country to enjoy a fantastic five-
course meal at the Clos de Paulhiles.  
Weather permitting (and it normally 
does) we will sit on the chateau’s 
terrace, which is a few steps from the 
sea and surrounded by grape vines, and 
enjoy a spectacular meal, which is largely 
prepared from foods grown on their 
property.  Each course will be 
accompanied by a different wine, ending 
with the marvelous dessert wines which Banyuls is noted.    

 

15 July 2005 – Day 7 – Collioure-Banyuls-Collioure 

Following breakfast, we will head down the coast to the Caves of Banyuls  (about nine 
miles away).  After a one-and-one-half hour tour and tasting, we’ll head to a bodega (in this 
usage it means a small, typically Catalan restaurant) for lunch and then back to Collioure for 
an afternoon to explore or relax.   
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You’ll be on your own for dinner in one of Collioure’s numerous restaurants and outdoor 
cafés fronting the harbor or creek side. 

16  July 2005 – Day 8 – Collioure-Ceret-Collioure 

Following breakfast, we’ll check out of Collioure 
and head approximately 40 miles inland to the 
charming town of Ceret.  As with many spots in 
the region, Ceret became a home to Spaniards 
fleeing Franco’s fascist government.  Ceret is also 
the cherry capital of France. 

Like Collioure, Ceret was favored by many great 
modern artists including Picasso and Braque. In the 
1910's Ceret was regarded as the “Capital of 
Cubism.” We will visit the Museum of Modern Art 
with its several cubist paintings, a Picasso collection 
and works by Chagall, Dalí, Miro, Matisse and Juan 
Gris.  Ceret is proudly Catalan with a Catalan 
Culture Centre in Place Pablo Picasso.  

Set on hilly terrain, it’s a lovely place in which to 
wander and enjoy.  You’ll be on your own for 
lunch.  There are many delightful restaurants in 

Ceret. 

We will board the bus and head to Toulouse, a university town, the home of Airbus, and 
France’s sixth largest metropolis.  Dinner will be provided in the hotel. 

 

17 July 2005 – Day 9 – Departure from Toulouse 

Following breakfast, we will transfer you to Toulouse’s Blagnac airport.  (If your flight 
schedule permits, you may have time to do some last-minute shopping or discover France’s 
“Pink City.” 

Your Tour Guide 

Born in colonial Algeria of Italian Ancestry and formerly 
married to a stamp dealer with a decidedly un-French 
surname, Anne-Marie Schwartz will be your primary contact. 

Annie has been an English teacher at a business school in 
Toulouse for many years and has led numerous student tour 
groups to the United States, England, and Australia.  Her quick 
wit, enthusiasm, and love for the region will undoubtedly 
translate into a fantastic trip.  She and her students have spent 
years researching and planning this special trip.  
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Annie will be available to answer your questions and provide recommendations at all times 
throughout the trip.  Her goal is to provide a meaningful interpretation to help you 
understand the cultural aspects of the region and, of course, to assure that everyone has fun! 

The Travel Agency 

All logistical arrangements (hotels, meals, transportation) have been negotiated and arranged 
by a an agency in Toulouse, France à la Carte.   

The Price 

We are offering this remarkable tour for US $2,500 per person (double occupancy).  This 
introductory rate will include most expenses, except your air fare, and meals taken on your 
own. 

With nine days and eight nights of travel, this translates into $278 per day – a modest fee 
considering it includes three-star hotels, fantastic meals, museum admissions, a cheerful and 
intelligent bilingual guide, and transportation. 

To recapitulate… 

The price includes: 
 3 star hotels in Carcassonne, Perpignan and Toulouse. 
 2 star hotel in Collioure. 
 Breakfast from day 2 to day 8. 
 7 evening meals – drinks included – including the special meal at Clos de Pauliles. 
 4 restaurant lunches – drinks included. 
 All the visits, museum admissions, boat trips, and tastings identified above. 
 Transport and transfers in an air-conditioned bus. 
 Day 8:  Visit to the Museum of Modern Art in Ceret. 
 The transport by air conditioned bus for the whole trip. 
 One or more guides for the entire trip. 

 
 
The Hotels: 
 
Carcassone 

Le Terminus Hotel (***), located in the main city center and close to 
Fluvial Harbor, was built in 1913 and retains all of its original charm.  
It features a magnificent lobby with a dramatic staircase and high 
ceilings. 
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Perpignan 

The Park Hotel (***) was built in 1964 and remodeled in 2003.  This 
hotel has 67 rooms, a fine restaurant, and a coffee bar.  Its location is 
only a five-minute walk from the Perpignan’s historic district. 

http://www.parkhotel-fr.com/

 
 

 
Collioure 

Hotel Templiers (**) is a delightful family-
run hotel.  Decorated with 2,000 works 
of art, which have been passed on from 
father to son, this hotel features rooms 
decorated in various Catalan styles.  
 
It is situated in the heart of Collioure. 
 
http://www.hotel-templiers.com/
 
 

 
Toulouse 
 
Hotel Capoul (***) recently joined the Holiday Inn family.  
This modern hotel is in the middle of Toulouse, near 
many tourist attractions and the city’s finest shopping.  
This 130-room hotel includes American-style amenities, 
which will help you rest up for the airplane trip home. 
 
http://www.hotel-capoul.com/
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	An unprecedented, nine-day opportunity to experience the win

